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ABSTRACT: Floods, as one of the natural disasters, cause irreparable damages to the urban
infrastructures, agricultural lands, and natural resources. Therefore, access to comprehensive information
on influential factors the extent of flood damage can be useful in estimating the extent of the damage. In
this way, this study investigates the creation of a database of effective parameters on flood destruction
power using a case study of Landsat-7 satellite images with ETM+ sensor and ASTER DEM data using a
decision tree. In the current research, environmental parameters such as canopy, natural slope, and slope
direction were considered to evaluate flood degradation power in the study area and the decision tree
model was created using these criteria. Ultimately, based on these parameters, the number of changed
pixels (after the flood) in the study area is 692361 which indicates 62312.49 hectares of degraded land
in the study area. According to the findings of the present study, lands with low canopy characteristics,
namely normalized differential vegetation index (NDVI) between 0.2 and 0.4, low slope 0 to 45 degrees,
and Southern slope direction caused the most damage caused by floods. Also, areas with dense NDVI,
high slope, and northern slope orientation have a preventative influence on floods-caused damages.
Overall, it can be found that the decision tree, as a data mining method, is capable of yielding better
accuracy and quality in determining the effective parameters in estimating flood destruction power by
increasing the input variables.
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1- Introduction
Floods, causing great damages, have attracted meticulous
attention from civil engineers. The rate of flood degradation
is contingent upon the time and season of occurrence and
consequently causing heavy damage to urban construction,
agricultural land, and natural resources. Thus, obtaining
pieces of information about the flood and the characterization
of destruction power in urban districts can play a key role
in estimating the floods-caused damages. For this purpose,
the use of data and Remote Sensing techniques is suggested
as a key solution. Recently, there have been many activities
in flood monitoring using Remote Sensing. In one article,
the potential and limitations of open satellite data for flood
mapping are presented, in which the potential and limitation
of the data are examined in terms of time and climate [1]. Due
to the limitations of weather conditions during floods such
as cloud cover, employing radar is considered an efficient
tool [2]. Agricultural lands receive the greatest impact from
floods; therefore, a study has been carried out to investigate the
relationship between flood severity and land use in the Kerman
basin [3]. The main purpose of this research is to apply using
a decision tree to create a database of influential parameters
on flood destruction power using a case study of Landsat-7

satellite with ETM+ sensor and ASTER DEM1 data.
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1 Digital Elevation Model

2- Data and Study Area
The data used in this study are ASTER DEM and
Landsat-7 satellite imagery with ETM+ Sensor for cities in
northwestern Iran.
3- Methodology
Input data includes Landsat-7 satellite images before and
after the flood and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) used to
detect changes occurring after the flood.
3.1. Pre-Processing Of Aster Dem
Pre-processing of ASTER DEM in the current research
includes two main steps: 1-mosaic of DEM scenes and 2mask Urmia Lake from DEM.
3.2. Pre-Processing Of Landsat-7 Imagery
Satellite imagery often has geometrical and radiometric
errors that are needed to correct these errors for accurate
and better estimation of the area. Geometrical errors of the
image include the displacement error caused by rotation and
the change of position of the sensor at the moment of image
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vegetation, natural slope, and slope direction were
considered to evaluate flood degradation power in the
understudied area. The code for this tool is written in the
ENVI software IDL environment. The decision tree
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50 < Slop < 100
0.2 < canopy > 0.4
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Number of pixels
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Slop
Aspect slop
Area changed
changed
%
Number of pixels
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Canopy
Slop
Aspect slop
Southern
299775
0.7
26979.75 hectare
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Low
Western
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0.4
15601.32
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%
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2
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Medium
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5High
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Western
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Medium
High
Western
3High
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Sum
692361
%
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62312.49
hectare
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9
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Medium
Medium
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4- Results and Discussion
The result of the changes is shown in “Fig. 2”. The amount 3 on floods-caused damages. Finally, it can be found that the
of flood destruction power according to the vegetation, slope,
decision tree yielded satisfying performance and quality
and Aspect slop classification parameters is in “Table 2”. In
in determining the influential parameters in predicting the
accordance with “Table 2”, areas with low vegetation, low
destruction power of flood by increasing the input variables.
slope, and south, west, and eastern criteria were 0.7%, 0.4%,
Based on these parameters, the number
3 of changed pixels
and 0.36%, respectively, most impacted by floods.
(after the flood) in the study area is 692361 which indicates
62312.49 hectares of degraded land in the study area.
5- Conclusion
Obtaining a large number of parameters requires an
In the current investigation, lands with low canopy
efficient hardware system. Based on the findings of this
characteristics, namely normalized differential vegetation
study, it can be concluded that decision tree–based-database
index (NDVI) between 0.2 and 0.4, low slope 0 to 45 degrees,
provided useful information about natural disasters such as
and Southern slope direction caused the most damage caused
floods and how to deal with them.
by floods. Furthermore, lands with dense NDVI, high slope,
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